Sam Hardcastle // Design Portfolio

DIALEKT

GRAPHIC DESIGN / FASHION / ART / WEB
ILLUSTRATION / TYPOGRAPHY / BRANDING
PRINT / PHOTOGRAPHY / SCREEN PRINTING
LOGOTYPES / SOCIAL MEDIA
ITS ALL THE SAME LANGUAGE

CV
CONTACT

SOFTWARE

EXPERIENCE
Lead Creative / LampShop Online

2014 / 2017

Sam Hardcastle

- Spearheaded the re-brand & all aspects of outgoing media within the company.
- Crafted landing pages / flyers / catalogues / data sheets / e-flyers / web graphics.
- Collaborated with a team of Web Developers / SEO consultants / Designers to deploy an
array of online / offline marketing strategies.
- Liaised with staff on every level of the business to understand their unique needs to
provide them with tailored effective marketing material.
- Transferred focus of business from fluorescent to LED through online / offline campaigns.
- Landing page conversions went from 0.6% to 3%.
- Increase of over 500% in click through rate from email campaigns.

- 07933 585466

Freelance Work

- www.dialekt.online
- sam@dialekt.online
- in/dialekt
- Folio Download

PROFILE
Multi skilled graphic designer with over 16 years experience
providing a complete design service for SMEs, NGOs and

2002 / 2014

multinational companies.

I’m an adept communicator with solid problem solving skills
and a proven track record of providing results through my
creative output. My commitment to the customer experience
has resulted in my career being built on referrals from
clients, employers and colleagues alike.

Seeking new challenges which will capitalise on my design
experience with opportunities for personal and professional
growth.

INPUT

OUTPUT

CHANNELS

Roles
In House Designer
Freelancer
On Site Freelancer
Creative Team Member
On Board Creative
Project Team Leader
Consultant

Identity
Branding
Logo Design
Corporate Identity
Brand Guidelines

Client Types
N.G.O.’s
National Companies
Established Brands
Start Up Businesses
Councils
Education Authorities
Music Festivals

Skills Developed
Communication
Adaptability
Problem Solving
Time Management
Team Work
Planning and Organisation
Marketing
Social Media
Business Acumen
Results
Multiple Client Juggling

Web
Landing Pages
E-Flyers
Website Design
Web Graphics
Animation
WordPress
Social Media
Print
Magazine Layout
Brochure Design
Leaflets
Billboards
Screen Print
Stationery
T-Shirt Design
Poster / Flyers
Direct Mail
Packaging
POS

Graphic Designer / Absolute Design
2001 / 2002

- Focus of business was creating brands.
- Learned all aspects of digital / litho printing,
- Worked in a high stress commercial environment.

Sectors Worked
Advertising
Marketing
Web
Fashion
Entertainment
I.T.
Retail
Electronics
Education

EDUCATION
HND / Graphic Design
- Overall distinction.
- Work exhibited in Local Art Gallery.
BTEC / Visual Communication
- Overall distinction.
- Best piece in end of year show.
A-Level / Graphic Design
- Grade A
GCSE
- 10 Grade B / Photography A*

WHAT MAKES ME TICK
- Photography

- Projects

- Jeet Kune Do

- Business

- Kali

- Graffiti

- Silat

- Roaming

- Tinkering

- My Hairy Son

REFERENCES
REFERRALS & RECOMMENDATIONS
“Whenever we have a special project that needs

“We have worked with Sam for over three years. We

“Sam has been doing graphic design work for my

something above and beyond the ordinary Sam is our go

initially got him in to some simple design work but were

company for about 8 years. Work has included designing

to man. A couple of years ago when we needed to get

that impressed with his skillset that we approached him

greeting cards, labels packaging, logos and branding.

some artwork for a phone box ad campaign at short

about updating our branding and website. This then

He not only has excellent graphic design skills but has

notice he really came through with the goods. He only

grew into bringing him on-board on a permanent basis.

great imagination and amazing design flare. He is
excellent at working up a concept into a fantastic

had 48 hours to turn the whole job around and blew us

finished result and is very easy to work with.

and the advertising agency involved. We’ve thrown all

He fully embedded himself in all aspects of our

kinds of weird briefs his way over the years and he’s

business to understand where our strengths and

never failed to deliver. Always a pleasure to work with a

weaknesses were and became a part of our team. He

I'm first to admit I'm very particular about what I need

great “lets get s**t done” attitude!”

worked closely with our staff to develop a complete

producing but Sam has loads of patience and always

knowledge of our product base and existing marketing

produces the results, sometimes to very tight deadlines,

Kane Towning

and sales methods... and advised us on ways we could

even this means him working around the clock!”

Owner / Sleepin Is Cheatin Events

improve it all.
Dale Woodcock
Using this knowledge he provided us with a new identity,

“We approached Sam when we were looking to
implement a monthly news letter to give to our tenants.
I was particularly impressed with the way he managed to
turn something that was quite mundane into an
interesting and engaging document. He really took the
time to get to know our target audience and the message
we had to deliver and owned it. ”
Lucy Willis
Landlord Accreditation Officer / Halton Borough Council

Owner / Littlefingy Ltd

a strategy on how to move forward including email
marketing, brochures, flyers, landing pages for all our
products and a complete overhaul of our site design.
The proof is in the pudding. Our customer base has

“It is clear that Sam has artistic flair that should be

increased and so have our sales. I would highly

encouraged. But his History text books are already

recommend him. You are in safe hands.”

illustrated and don’t need any further embellishments.”

Matt Beswick

Mr Corcoran

Managing Director / LampShopOnline Ltd

Head of History / Cardinal Heenan High School

Leeds Music Academy

TG Decorating

I-Scream Entertainment

Farswood Construction

MyBoy Clothingz

VOX Recording Studio

Ranchgate Architectural Services

Diary Room TV

Insomnia
Outdoor advertising campaign
I got a call from Kane from Insomnia saying they had been offered
a load of phone box advertising around Leeds for a bargain price,
but with two days deadline. I came up with the idea to make it
look like their eyeball headed character was stood in the
phone box. The response to the campaign was amazing.

THE FINAL PIECE IN ACTION

MOCKUP SUBMITTED TO CLIENT

FINAL PROOF

Gruuv Records
Full Re-brand / Stationery / Record Sleeves
I was approached by a Leeds based Dj duo called Audiojack to re-brand
their GRUUV record label. The brief was simple. Keep it legible, keep it
bright and keep it memorable. This was achieved through the use of a
strong colour palette and a custom font. I also added in a nice little
detail that no one would ever notice which was to make a 3d overlay of
the detail from a CD/ vinyl.

CD / VINYL RECORD UNDER ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

3D RENDER SHOTS FROM 3D ANIMATION

DrDan
V I D E O . C O M

EXPLAINERVIDEOS

Health Benefits
TARGET YOUR MARKET

COMPANYPROMO

ENGAGE AUDIENCE

FILMTRAILERS

DrDan
V I D E O . C O M

DrDan
V I D E O . C O M

INCREASE AWARENESS

GREATER UNDERSTANDING

ANIMATION

INCREASED SOCIAL SHARING

SALES CONVERSIONS

ADVERTS

INCREASED TRUST

MOTIONGRAPHICS
Marketing is the heartbeat of any business.
Effective use of video can convey a brands message and ethos
in seconds where words and pictures would simply fail.

DrDan
V I D E O . C O M

Dr Dan Video
Logo design / Marketing / Branding
Dr Dan is a videographer. So I thought it would be fun to turn each of his
services into drugs that he prescribes to his customers. I developed a whole
range of medications and supplements that solve a specific ailment.
This was easily the most fun I had at work in a long time.

EXPLAINER VIDEOS

Dr Dan prescribes visual solutions that
communicate to your senses and evoke
an emotional & physical response.

500mg

Vi su a l Use O n l y
Pre sc ri pt i o n Re q u i re d
P h a rm a c e u t i ca l Gra d e

50 Ca psu les

SEE

HEAR

ENGAGE

EMBED

MyBoy Clothing

LOGO EXPLAINED

Branding Development
The concept behind the brand is exclusive high end matching
outfits for a father and son. I tried various options to make an
all encompassing logo that conveys a father and son in one
symbol but the crown idea hit the nail on the head nicely.

FINAL LOGO

+

=

COLOUR PALETTE

With a number of celebrities backing the brand there is high
hopes for their success.

PRELIMINARY SKETCHES

LOGO DEVELOPMENT

INITIAL IDEAS

C L O T H I N G

C L O T H I N G

B A R B E R

S H O P

TopCats Barber Shop
Branding / Signage
Tom Zanetti is a pop star well known for his quiff.
He approached me to do the branding for a
barbershop that he was setting up with his friend.
His brief was “I want a lion with my hairstyle”
This was the result.

Movement Magazine
Layout Design / Production for print for a quarterly magazine.
I was initially brought on board to advise on layout ideas I now design the entire magazine for the company.
The magazine is published online and in printed format so the layout has to be rigidly structured to
work in a variety of resolutions / formats when viewed in its various forms.

BlakMunk Clothing
Branding / T-Shirt Designs
BlakMunk are a start-up street wear brand. We decided on a
simple iconic logo that represented the character of the brand.
We are currently working on a range of bespoke garments
featuring organic fabrics and high end detailing.

Old logo

+

=

Components of new logo
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New logo

LampShopOnline
Rebrand

Website Redesign

As you can see their original logo looks like it was designed before the advent of the
personal computer. The final version perfectly captured the essence and personality
of their business. The Lato web font was used for the main text and was then applied
to all branding.

Working closely with their SEO consultant I produced a new version of their website
This entailed me working from a rough wire frame that he provided which featured
a very detailed breakdown of what needed to be where and why.
This is the final version of the site that they decided to run with.

LampShopOnline
Brochure Design / Folded Business Cards
For the ELEX trade show I was tasked with producing a mini brochure
and some folded business cards that were to be handed or sent out to
new or existing customers. As they are online company it was nice change
of pace to produce something for print.

By switching the regular bulbs in your
house to LED you could save £344 a year.

By switching the regular bulbs in your
house to LED you could save £344 a year.

Incandescent Bulbs

LED Bulbs

V

That’s the same as 100 large overpriced coffees

Which is the same as return
flights to Las Vegas
Purchase Price

(In December)

By switching the regular bulbs in your
house to LED you could save £344 a year.

£2.00

£

£2.30

1,000 Hrs

Lifetime

15,000 Hrs

By switching the regular bulbs in your
house to LED you could save £344 a year.
8.2 Years

6.6 Months

That’s 6.5 weekly food shops

60 Watts

Power Usage

8 Watts

That’s the same as a 50 inch Flat Screen TV

Replacement Bulbs over 15,000 Hrs

Yearly Running Cost

LampShopOnline

£21.00

£3.48

Email Marketing Campaign
Less than 3 years ago changing your household bulbs to LED was an expensive investment.
Prices have dropped significantly however many people still haven’t made the switch despite
the fact that they could potentially save thousands of pounds over the lifetime of the bulbs.
To prompt customers to upgrade I put together a campaign to show your average
consumer just how much money they could save in ways they would understand with
some simple infographics and a dollop of visual humour.

That’s a yearly saving of £17.52 per bulb
or £144 per bulb over its lifetime.
If you’ve got 20 bulbs in your house
that ‘s a saving of

£2,873.28

Now what could you buy with that ?

LampShopOnline
Landing Page Design
To tie in with the re-brand I redesigned all the landing pages that funnel sales into the site. I did quite a bit of research on how to raise the
conversion rate through highlighting things like value proposition, pain, pleasure, social proof and calls to action. With a bit of experimentation
and testing we created a new campaign that really worked. Conversions went from 0.6% to 3%.

Promotional Work for Club nights
Posters / Flyers / Social Media
Over the years I’ve had the pleasure of creating artwork for the some of the
biggest nightclub brands in and around Leeds. I’ve found that this type of work is
a great way for me to try out ideas and experiment with photoshop

SpiralSeven Clothing
Logo design / Signage
With one of the weirdest names for a clothing store
I’ve come across yet I was tasked with making it into
a logo that made sense.
Sometimes being literal is the only way to go.

fandise
merchandise for your fans

fandise

fandise

merchandise for your fans

merchandise for your fans

fandise
merchandise for your fans

fandise
merchandise for your fans

Fandise
Logo design / Marketing / Website Design
Fandise is a one stop shop to for people with large social media following to sell t-shirts
to their fans. One of their main selling points is that take all the headaches out of setting
up a shop and make it as easy as possible . So all the branding makes use of symbols /
icons to allow people to instantly understand what the brand and site is all about.

Littlefingy
Card Designs
Over the 8 years I’ve worked with Littlefingy I’ve produced everything from theatre boxes, cards, pop up cards, bags,
tags to the design of their website. The products are amazingly detailed hand knitted finger puppets that are made in
tiny village in Peru. These are just a few of the cards that I’ve done. Littlefingys are now being sold in shops all over
the world including WH-Smith and Hamleys.

Lolife Apparel
Brand Management / Social Media / T-Shirt Design / Website Design
I was initially brought onboard to design a few t-shirts which sold out within days. Since then I’ve overseen every
aspect of outgoing design from their website design to social media. With each collection I’ve developed my
skills further and experimented with different print techniques ranging from screen printing to stitch and sew
sublimation. We are now on the 7th collection and just hit 38,000 followers on instagram.

David Garfit - Music Producer
Logo Design / Album Artwork
I produced a simple logo for David and was then asked to do the artwork for his first
album. He basically let me loose to do whatever I want. So after listening to the
album. This is what I came up with.
Apparently it perfectly embodies the music. (His words not mine)

Soothsayer2000
Highly detailed digital illustrations
I wanted to push my Photoshop skills and didn’t have the clients at the time to do this.
So I started producing highly detailed and (hopefully) thought provoking digital illustrations
The designs have featured in various art galleries throughout the U.K. .

